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BIRDS

BIRDS

Birds

A wide range of bird books, from field guides to collections of
bird calls and bird narratives. Covers the spectrum of bird ID,
behaviour, how to find birds, attract them and identify their calls.
See also our series guides on pages 18–21.

NEWMAN’S CLASSIC ID GUIDES

SASOL BIRDS
OF SOUTHERN
AFRICA
5TH EDITION
Updated, revised,
with extensive new
artwork, and access
to bird calls using
innovative barcode
technology, Sasol
TOP
Birds of Southern
SELLER
Africa 5th edition
maintains its place as
one of Africa’s most
trusted and soughtafter field guides

Comprehensively
illustrated,
and trusted by
leading bird guides

978 1 77007 876 5
978 1 77007 878 9 (PVC)

978 1 77584 668 0 (Softcover)
978 1 77584 670 3 (PVC)

978 1 77584 671 0 (Softcover)
978 1 77584 673 4 (PVC)

ALSO AVAILABLE
THE LARGER
ILLUSTRATED
GUIDE TO BIRDS OF
SOUTHERN AFRICA

978 1 77007 877 2
978 1 77007 879 6 (PVC)

978 1 77007 942 7

TOP
SELLER

978 1 77007 388 3

978 1 77007 589 4

978 1 77584 449 5

978 1 77007 623 5
978 1 77007 884 0 (PVC)

978 1 77584 730 4

GUIDE TO
SEABIRDS OF
SOUTHERN
AFRICA

CHECKLISTS

NEW!
SCAN
BARCODES
FOR BIRD
CALLS

Scan barcodes using
your smart phone
and play bird calls
using the free
downloadable Struik
Nature Call app.

978 1 77584 757 1

978 1 77584 758 8

Sasol eBirds
Southern
Africa App
See page 27
for more
information.

978 1 43170 085 1

Focusing exclusively on the
132 bird species that occur
around the southern African
coastline and adjacent
Southern Ocean. A must-have
for birding along the region’s
extensive coastline.

978 1 77584 519 5
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Spear or dagge

r-shaped bill
A number of
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However, it is
bill resembling
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fish, frogs and
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NEW
EDITION

978 1 77584 528 7
978 1 43170 120 9

978 1 77007 678 5

978 1 77584 251 4

978 1 77584 364 1

978 1 77584 653 6

For best
birding
in Kenya

ONLY IN AFRICA

that they are indeed passerines. That they have also been known both as rockfowl
and bald crows gives some indication of how difficult they are to classify. The

persuade him to repay that money, and of course the best thing to do would
have been just to forget about it. But then I would hear the bird calling again

birds have been moved around in a game of taxonomical musical chairs from
crows to flycatchers, via starlings, even Old World warblers, before coming to rest,

– short, short, short, long -– not only ‘V’ in Morse code, but also the opening
theme of Beethoven’s 5th symphony! Now, happily, repayment has begun.

as they now do, in their own family, Picathartidae, which in the IOC list comes
right next to the rockjumpers.
Historically, the White-necked was first described by Dutch ornithologist

Picathartes / Rockfowl

Coenraad Jacob Temminck in 1825 from a specimen taken in Guinea, which
probably landed on his desk in the Natural History Museum at Leiden, where he

(Picathartidae)

was the first curator. Initially named Corvus gymnocephalus, it was moved three
years later into its own genus, Picathartes, by French zoologist R.P. Lesson, who
remains the author. In rather ungainly fashion, the name now mixes derivations
of both Latin – pica (magpie) and cathartes (vulture); and Greek – gymnos (bald)
and kephale (head).
The Grey-necked lives in the forests of southeastern Nigeria, through
Cameroon into Gabon. It is not uncommon in the undisturbed forest, but
sites accessible to visitors are very limited and the best chance of seeing one is
probably in Cameroon’s Korup National Park. The White-necked inhabits the
forests of southern Guinea, Sierra Leone, Liberia, Côte d’Ivoire and Ghana. It is
most widespread in Sierra Leone, not least because, being linked with rock sites

PEACOCKS &
PICATHARTES

978 1 77584 248 4
978 1 77584 126 5

978 1 77584 172 2

300 EASY-TO-SEE BIRDS IN SOUTHERN AFRICA
Introduces 300 of the region’s easiest-to-see birds, using a
combination of artwork, photographs and straightforward text.
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PEACOCKS & PICATHARTES

to travel; and it was urgent, so could I drive down to a hotel in town and give
him the cash – which I duly did. For a long time, no amount of pleading would

Informative and entertaining,
this book is a celebration
of Africa’s diverse birdlife.
It examines all African
bird families, drawing on
pre-colonial and currentday accounts, as well as on
the author’s own insights
– based on a lifetime of
personal observation in
the wilds of Africa.

There is much about Ghana to encourage the bird watcher. Surrounded by

– many of which are sacred – the bird has come to be regarded as their guardian,

Togo, Burkina Faso and Côte d’Ivoire, all of which have had their recent share
of turbulence, Ghana has remained stable over the past 20 years. The country
is relatively prosperous and safe and is crisscrossed by a network of good roads.
Visitor facilities are improving, and on the back of all this, tour operators have

thereby gaining protection itself.
In Ghana, it is least common, and for much of the twentieth century was
assumed no longer to live there, until a team of ornithologists found it again
in 2003. In the Bulletin of the British Ornithologists Club of 2004 is a brief paper

begun to exploit the demand for specialist bird-watching itineraries.

by Messrs Marks, Weckstein, Johnson, Meyer, Braimah and Oppong, titled

Ghana has its own bird book too, Birds of Ghana by Nik Borrow and Ron
Demey, so bird watchers have no need to cart around a tome covering all the
birds of Central Africa. And one of the birds in Ghana, and now in this book, is
the White-necked Picathartes.

‘Rediscovery of the White-necked Picathartes in Ghana’. ‘Since the 1960s’, it
reads, ‘attempts to locate this species in Ghana have been unsuccessful. As
a result it was widely believed that P. gymnocephalus had been extirpated from
Ghanaian forests.’ However, this was until the team set out a string of mist nets,

There are two picathartes – I would like to say Yellow-headed (as does the

in which they caught a single picathartes. Having released the bird, they then

Ghana book) and Red-headed, but for consistency with most current lists they
will have to be White-necked and Grey-necked. The ill-named White-necked has
a bright yellow, near-bald head from which sprout little downy wisps of feather,
and black patches on either side of its head, like a giant pair of headphones. The

showed a video they had recorded to local hunters, who confirmed the bird’s
existence elsewhere as well.
All this took place in the Brong-Ahafo Region of Ghana, and as word spread,
other scattered colonies revealed themselves, one of which, in Bonkro, further

Grey-necked’s head is a beautiful combination of red, black and blue.

south than where the birds were found in 2003, was eventually deemed suitable

They are long, leggy birds, which bound in huge hops along the ground
like miniature kangaroos. As with a lot of the really interesting birds on Earth,
taxonomists struggled about where to place them, agreeing on little more than

for tourists to visit. The hope was that, by focusing all visitor attention on a single
population, after ensuring community participation in its protection, the other
populations would remain safe, at least from bird-watcher disturbance. Now,
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MAMMALS

WILDLIFE

Mammals

These include field guides and narrative accounts: for identification and
for understanding behaviour or simply for relishing the variety and beauty
of the region’s mammals. See also our series guides on pages 18–21.

Wildlife

Struik Nature’s wildlife books present the vast range of animal and plant
species found across the region. See also our series guides on pages 18–21.

TOP
SELLER
978 1 77584 111 1

978 1 77584 112 8

978 1 77007 913 7

978 1 92057 238 9
978 1 77007 632 7

978 1 77007 891 8

978 1 77584 338 2

STUARTS’ FIELD GUIDE TO THE LARGER
MAMMALS OF AFRICA

978 0 98699 260 5

This new edition has been extensively revised, expanded
and redesigned and includes:
the most recent research and taxonomy
revised distribution maps and many new images
colour-coded grouping of orders
size icons and track illustrations
detailed descriptions of each species, offering insight into
key identification characters, typical behaviour, preferred
habitat, food choice, reproduction and longevity
whales and dolphins now featured too

TOP
SELLER
978 1 77584 353 5

978 1 77584 354 2

978 1 86872 644 8

978 1 77584 662 8

978 1 77584 682 6

A BOOK SET TO CHANGE HISTORY

TOP
SELLER

978 0 98699 266 7

978 1 86872 582 3

RHINOCEROSES
Family Rhinocerotida
e
Hook-lipped (Black)

Rhinoceros

Total length 2.9–4.3m;
Diceros bicornis
800–1,400kg. Record tail length 60–70cm; shoulder
height
front horn length
East Africa 1.36m; 1.6m; weight
E
Identification
South Africa 1.05m.
pointers Large
size, no hump on
held well above
neck, pointed upper
the ground; shrub,
lip; two horns on
tree habitat.
Similar species
face; head
Square-lipped Rhinoceros

Rhinoceros takes

its name from the

pointed tip of the

right
front

978 1 77584 274 3

978 1 77007 157 5

The Hook-lipped

Rhinoceros occupies

areas of low woodland

thicket.

right
back
In this species the

4

978 1 77584 684 0

upper lip.

Hook-lipped
Rhinoceros
■ Main populations
■ Historical
populations

Hook-lipped Rhinoceros
200mm

UNGULATES

The Hook-lipped

The dung of the
Hook-lipped Rhinoceros
contains coarse
plant material.

190mm

978 1 92054 485 0

shoulders, squared
(p.114), but that
muzzle and usually
species is larger,
in more open habitats.
with distinct hump
at
Description Most
commonly called
Rhinoceros, but
the Black
‘hook-lipped’ is
Although some
more appropriate
and less confusing,
were
human populations, lost due to rapidly expanding
referring to the
triangular-shaped
pointed,
the vast majority
prehensile upper
slaughtered for
have been
usually dark grey,
their horns, used
lip. Skin is
in the production
but
of traditional medicines
colour of local mud generally takes on the
in the Far East
carving into dagger
and dust, as these
and for
frequent wallowers.
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handles for the
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tribesmen
Peninsula, particularly
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in
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present circumstances,Yemen
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the
ground. Two horns,
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elsewhere within
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naked except towards not to the
time of writing
(June 2015), the
and body hair is
price of 1kg of
the tip,
rhino horn was
very
about $65,000 at
of black hair around sparse, except for a fringe
the
Habitat Requires end of the marketing chain!
the edge of the
subspecies are
areas with shrubs
currently recognized ear. Four
usually to a height
and trees,
is extinct) but cannot
(one of which
of 4m, to provide
food and shade.
both
except on the basis be separated in the field,
Water is a requirement,
of distribution.
in more arid areas
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only
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South-central (D.
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Eastern
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Differences between
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the three
and,
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margins and riparian
occurred virtually
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woodland.
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ranges,
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The most northerly
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in
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do,
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dominance hierarchy however, establish a
Status One of Africa’s to be extinct.
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largest mammals,
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the past three decades.
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112 ODD-TOED
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or behind the cow
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REPTILES & AMPHIBIANS

Reptiles & Amphibians

See also our series guides on pages 18–21.

These books, of varying complexity, explore reptiles and amphibians, their
behaviour and habits. See also our series guides on pages 18–21.

QUICK ID GUIDES

978 1 77584 019 0

978 1 77007 955 7

978 1 92057 253 2

978 1 77584 726 7

978 1 77584 743 4

978 1 77584 728 1
978 1 86872 932 6

978 1 86872 933 3

978 1 77007 386 9

Discover Africa’s National Parks & Reserves

978 1 77007 375 3
1 BOLIFAMBA REED

FROG Hyperolius bolifambae
Body and limbs smooth; snout
♂ 26mm ♀ 33mm
sharply rounded in profile
and from above; snout longer
eye Ø; 1½ phalanges of 5th
than
toe free of web, 4th toe has
2½ phalanges free; finger
large as toe discs; back uniformly
discs as
brown to yellow with brown
flanks; belly yellow or black
with white spots; eyes brown;
male throat greenish; finger
and toe discs tinged with
Distribution: Southwestern
red.
Central African Republic to
southeastern Nigeria, below
Habitat: Secondary vegetation
600m.
in forest clearings and along
roadsides. Advertisement call:
high-pitched buzz. Biology:
A
Males call from low vegetation.
LC

RCD

2 DREWES’ REED FROG
Hyperolius drewesi

Body and limbs smooth; snout
♂ 31mm ♀ 33mm
bluntly rounded in profile and
from above; snout longer
eye Ø; 4th toe has 1 phalanx
than
free; finger discs as large as
toe discs; males and females
green; belly translucent white;
eyes golden; male throat white;
finger and toe discs green
above. Distribution: Island
of Príncipe. Habitat: Primary
forest and forest edges. Advertisement
call: Unknown. Biology: White
eggs, 2mm in Ø, are deposited
in a mass on leaves
overhanging water. NE

1

1

2

3 LEOPARD REED

MP

FROG Hyperolius pardalis
Body and limbs smooth; snout
♂ 26mm ♀ 33mm
rounded in profile and from
above, as long as eye Ø; 1
of 5th toe free of web, 4th
phalanx
toe has 2½ phalanges free;
finger discs as large as toe
uniformly yellow to brown,
discs; back
sometimes with single dark
spots or even dense dark vermiculation;
side of head and flanks dark
brown with white or yellow
spots; underside of both sexes
blackish-violet to brown with
small white to bluish spots,
some males with white venter
and yellowish throat; upper
surfaces of legs yellow to brown,
with or without dark blotches;
eyes brown; finger and toe
discs brown or red above.
Distribution: Southern Cameroon
southwestern Central African
to
Republic, south to northern
Angola and western Democratic
Republic of Congo. Habitat:
Degraded forest and farmland.
Advertisement call: A high-pitched,
melodious buzzing. Biology:
Males call from low vegetation
throughout the year. LC

4 CAMEROON REED

FROG Hyperolius camerunensis
Body and limbs smooth; snout
♂ 28mm ♀ 32mm
sharply rounded in profile and
from above; snout longer than
eye Ø; less than 1 phalanx
of 5th toe free of web, 4th
toe has 2 phalanges free; fi
large as toe discs; individual
nger discs as
colouration and colours vary
from night to day; back tan
with white dorsolateral stripes,
to green
or brown spots edged with
white, or uniform; belly varies
white through yellow; limbs
from
green to brown with white
spots on black; females have
belly with a black margin with
an orange
white spots; eyes golden-brown;
male throat white; finger and
toe discs yellow to red above.
Distribution: Southwestern
to western Cameroon, 450–1,200m.
Habitat: Degraded forest and
gallery forest, in the vicinity
of streams. Advertisement call:
pitched trill. Biology: They breed
A highfor most of the year. LC

3

3

4

5 RIGGENBACH’S

REED FROG Hyperolius
riggenbachi
Body and limbs smooth; snout
♂ 30mm ♀ 40mm
rounded in profile and from
above; snout as long as
eye Ø; 2 phalanges of 5th
toe free of web, 4th toe has
3 phalanges free; finger discs
large as toe discs; males green
as
with a thin yellow stripe from
snout tip to eye, continuing
as a dorsolateral stripe, and
a yellow underside; females
with 2 colour patterns: back
vermiculated in (1) black, orange,
and red, or (2) yellow on black,
with yellow or orange
to red underside; eyes golden;
male throat green; finger and
toe discs red above.
Distribution: Southeastern
Nigeria to western and central
Cameroon. Habitat: Montane
grassland. Advertisement call:
A fast series of up to 12 clicks.
Biology: Males call at the base
of plants near water. VU

4

4
NE

190 • REED FROGS
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9781 77584 023 7

978 1 77584 611 6

978 1 77584 062 6

978 1 77584 720 5

978 1 77584 024 4

5

978 1 77584 512 6

Scan QR codes to
access frog calls!

978 1 92057 241 9

TOP
SELLER
978 1 77007 914 4
COMING
JULY 2021

978 1 77584 692 5

978 1 77584 335 1

978 1 86825 896 3

978 1 77584 341 2
978 1 77584 544 7
978 1 77584 737 3
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INSECTS & OTHER INVERTEBRATES

INSECTS & OTHER INVERTEBRATES

Insects & other Invertebrates

COMING
MARCH
2021

These titles showcase the insects, spides and other invertebrates
of the region. See also our series guides on pages 18–21.

TOP
SELLER

9 781 77584 198 2

9 781 77584 224 8

978 1 77584 555 3

978 1 77584 584 3

DRAGONFLIES
& DAMSELFLIES
OF SOUTH
AFRICA
Presents all 162
species of dragonfly
and damselfly that
occur in South
Africa. Detailed,
fascinating,
beautifully
presented.

978 1 77584 700 7

8

NEW
EDITION

978 1 77584 124 1

NEW
EDITION

POLLINATORS, PREDATORS & PARASITES
A detailed and intimate insight into the beauty
and diversity of southern African insects within the
region’s 13 distinct biomes. The book scrutinises the
essential roles that insects play in processes such as
pollination, predation, parasitism, soil modification
and nutrient-recycling. It also highlights their value
as an essential food source for multitudes of other
organisms, from bacteria through to mammals

978 1 77584 652 9
978 1 77584 587 4

978 1 86872 944 9

978 1 77007 801 7
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MARINE & FRESHWATER

MARINE & FRESHWATER

Marine & Freshwater

These titles explore both marine and freshwater habitats: their composition and
what lives in them. Titles range from ID guides to more detailed studies of the
various ecosystems. See also our series guides on pages 18–21.

THE FISHY SMITHS
The first comprehensive
biography of JLB & Margaret
Smith, a remarkable couple of
scientists who changed the
course of the biological sciences.
JLB (as he was widely known)
was an intense, irascible
eccentric and is famous for
having identified the first living
coelacanth, found in 1938, and
previously known only from the
fossil record.
This story, awash with
adventure, travel, discovery,
risk-taking and near-death
experiences, details their punitive
work ethic, rugged lifestyle and
astonishing productivity.

3 Rocky shores

sports was on thy
And I have loved thee, Ocean! And my joy of youthful
if the freshening sea made
breast … I wantoned with thy breakers … and
them a terror, ’twas a pleasing fear.
Lord Byron

I

for
ntertidal rocky shores are perfect natural laboratories
beachcombers
scientists and happy hunting grounds for
during low
and bent-pin ‘wannabe’ fishers. They are accessible
land and sea.
tide and span a huge physical gradient between
is easy to explore
Life is abundant, diverse and visible, and it
that rocky
ecological effects experimentally. Small wonder
ferment’ by
shores have been called ‘a cauldron of scientific
Bruce Menge, spawning a multitude of concepts.
shores:
Three major factors shape communities on rocky
shore to the high
(1) an increase in physical stress from the low
of wave action, which
shore, leading to zonation; (2) the intensity
an increase in water
influences community composition; and (3)
east.
to
west
temperature and a decline in productivity from

Between the tides
in which to live.
Intertidal rocky shores are stressful places
experiencing the
Imagine being submerged in cold water and
when the tide rises;
might of wave action (Fig. 3.1) twice a day
heated by the
then being exposed to the air during low tides,
your body water
blazing sun to 45°C and losing up to 70% of
about 15% of
through evaporation. Humans die if they lose
Stresses from
their water or experience 36°C for a few hours!
to high shore, and
heat and water loss increase from low shore
heights on
species with different tolerances live at different
zonation was first
the shore, establishing distinct zones. Such
southern African
described by Alan and Anne Stephenson for
shores, but is universal.
four zones
On most rocky shores it is possible to recognise
shore, but tiny
(Figs 3.2, 3.3). Few species live high on the
give their name
littorinid periwinkles are abundant there and
the midtide
about
to
to the Littorina Zone. Below this, down
animals such as
mark, lies the Upper Balanoid Zone, where
has inherited
limpets and barnacles predominate (the zone
– Balanus).
barnacle
resident
common
a
for
the scientific name
zone, supporting a
Further down there is an algal-dominated
the Lower Balanoid
variety of algae, limpets and mussels, called
form an obvious
Zone. At the bottom of the shore, algal beds
band called the Infratidal Zone.
among
Low on the shore, wave action and interactions
species can
species play major roles in controlling where
sheer survival
live and how abundant they are. Higher up,
the interplay
of heat and water loss is more important than
between species.

action, which
Fig. 3.1 (opposite) Cape Point – the might of wave
on rocky shores.
powerfully influences the communities that live

Fig. 3.2 Zones exist on rocky shores, occupied by

distinctive species.

Fig. 3.3 The west coast is exuberantly crowded
competition contributes to zonation.

with life, and
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Sediment budget

Biogeography
Rainfall, geology, sediment availability and temperature all vary
around the
coast, causing distinctive variations in estuarine plants and animals.
Three
main patterns emerge. First, rain is sparse on the arid west coast,
year-round
in the south, and heavy and concentrated in summer on the east
coast
(Fig. 1.22). Estuaries are therefore scarce in the west. Second, the
number of
species rises from the west to the east. Third, the west, south and
east coasts
each harbour different suites of species.

Mouth status
The most important factor influencing estuaries is whether the
mouth
remains open or not. There is a continuous exchange of life between
the sea
and the estuary while the mouth is open, and permanently open
estuaries
support more species than temporarily open/closed ones (Fig. 5.11
). Open
estuaries receive nutrients from both sea and river (Fig. 5.12), and
are often
nutrient-rich and support abundant phytoplankton. Closed estuaries
receive
fewer nutrients, but their waters are calm and clear, so microscopic
plants on
the sediment (microphytobenthos) thrive at the expense of phytoplankton.
Salt marshes grow best in open, tidal estuaries but often die in closed
estuaries
where floods and droughts set water levels. The whole food chain
therefore
shifts depending on whether the mouth is open or closed.
What keeps a mouth open? This depends on the sediment and water
budgets (Figs 5.13, 5.14). Sediment enters estuaries from rivers and
from the sea.
150

Flocculation
Suspended
sediment

Rain
Stre

Number of species per estuary

0

ow

Regularly Prolonged
closed
closure

Fig. 5.11 Invertebrate
diversity related to estuarine
mouth condition.
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Longshore wind
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Salinity
Salinity is the second most important factor affecting
estuaries. Normally, there is a gradient from seawater (35‰)
at the mouth to freshwater at the head, but conditions are
constantly changing, depending on the tides, seasons and
rainfall (Fig. 5.15). When the mouth is open, rising tides push
seawater up the estuary, while ebb tides herald its retreat. Rains
dilute the salt, and floods may fill the estuary with freshwater;
120

Evaporation

am ﬂ

50

Sand bar

Fig. 5.13 Sediment budget of an estuary.

sodium ions neutralise the negative charges, and the particles
form clusters that sink – a process called ‘flocculation’. When
a river floods, it scours out the accumulated sediments and
deepens the mouth, helping to keep it open.
The total amount of water in an estuary depends on tidal
exchange, river flow, rainfall on the estuary, underground
seepage, and evaporation from the surface. The larger the
inputs relative to the losses, the greater the chance the mouth
will remain open.
The health of an estuary depends vitally on sufficient
freshwater input to counter evaporation and prevent the
system drying up, plus periodic floods to remove accumulated
sediment. About 40% of the water that once entered estuaries
is now removed or held in dams; wise management is necessary
to maintain estuarine health.

Water budget

100

Fig. 5.10 Sandwich Harbour in Namibia is an
estuarine embayment, as it lacks a river and
receives freshwater from seepage beneath the
magnificent dunes.

Fluvial sediment

Flood
delta

Fig. 5.12 Kosi Estuary dramatically illustrates sediment gains and losses.
Fast-flowing upper sections of rivers erode sediment and deposit
it as fluvial sandbanks in the calm conditions of estuaries. The
amount of sediment depends on the geology of the catchment.
Unconsolidated sand and softer rocks such as shales and
mudstones yield large amounts of sediment and lead to wide,
shallow estuaries with large floodplains and salt marshes. Hard
rocks such as granite and sandstones surrender less sediment,
and their steep-sided valleys rarely support salt marshes.
Marine sediments are transported alongshore by coastal
currents and driven towards the shore by waves. With each
rising (flood) tide, these sediments enter estuaries, forming
a flood-tide delta inside the mouth (Figs 5.2B, 5.12). With
the falling (ebb) tide, sediments are carried out again and
form an ebb-tide delta outside the mouth, or are shifted away
by currents. Because the flood tide tends to rise faster than
the ebb tide falls, it carries more sediment, so marine sand
accumulates, building up a bar or ‘berm’ across the mouth.
Sediments also accumulate when plants grow, die and lay
down organic deposits. The amounts are small compared with
marine and riverine inputs, but rich in organic matter, forming
an important food source. Tiny particles in river water remain
suspended because they are light. They are also negatively
charged, so they repel each other and do not clump together.
This all changes in salty water, where the positive charges of

Inﬂow

100

Salinity (PSU)

Fig. 5.9 Storms River in Tsitsikamma has cut a
deeply incised valley through hard bedrock and
is a nonbarred estuary, permanently open
because marine sediments never accumulate
at the mouth.

Factors influencing estuaries

Claudio Velásquez Rojas, Homebrew Films

Fig. 5.8 Piesang Estuary, a temporarily open/closed estuary, is a mere trickle
behind Beacon Isle Hotel. Keurbooms Estuary in the background is tidedominated. Its permanently open mouth migrates up and down the sand
spit
separating the lagoon from the sea.

Claudio Velásquez Rojas, Homebrew Films

Organic sediment

Ebb-tide delta
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Fig. 5.14 Water budget of an estuary.
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Fig. 5.15 Salinity usually drops upstream in estuaries, but is
influenced by tidal phase, season, drought and flood.
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978 1 77584 646 8

978 1 43170 081 3

A must
for
anglers

978 1 77584 018 3

10

978 1 77584 275 0

978 1 77584 505 8

978 1 77584 102 9

978 1 77584 499 0

11

TREES AND PLANTS

TREES AND PLANTS

Trees & Plants

Broad coverage of trees, plants and wild flowers is presented in
a range of formats. See also our series guides on pages 18–21.

TOP
SELLER

UPDATED
EDITION
978 1 77584 518 8

978 1 77007 911 3

978 1 77007 912 0

978 1 77584 125 8

978 1 77584 676 5
978 1 86872 389 8

978 1 77584 678 9

978 1 77584 680 2

978 1 77584 483 9 (PVC)

978 1 77584 245 3

978 1 77584 590 4

978 1 77584 608 6

978 1 77584 640 6

978 1 77584 654 3

978 1 77584 655 0

FIELD GUIDE TO
RENOSTERVELD OF
THE OVERBERG

A must
for East
African
safaris

978 0 98699 268 1

This first-of-its-kind, fully
illustrated guide:
describes nearly 1 000 plant
species and a selection of the
animals that depend on them
p
 rovides a brief history of
the vegetation and human
impact on it
explores Renosterveld ecology
offers guidelines for
Renosterveld management

978 1 77584 580 5
978 1 77584 549 2

12

978 1 77584 115 9

978 1 77584 370 2

13

TREES AND PLANTS

ASTRONOMY

Astronomy

Star identification as well as an understanding of
our universe are presented for general readership.

TOP
SELLER

978 1 77007 587 0

978 1 77007 662 4

978 1 77584 287 3

978 1 77007 859 8

978 1 77007 215 2
978 1 77584 724 3

SKY GUIDE
AFRICA SOUTH
978 1 77584 367 2

FIELD GUIDE TO SUCCULENTS
IN SOUTHERN AFRICA
This user-friendly, richly illustrated
guide, with over 1,700 colour
photographs, features more than
700 southern African succulents,
focusing on the most interesting
and commonly encountered species.
Colour photos of all species covered
Distribution maps show occurrence
in the region
Authoritative text describes key ID
features
Suggests planting solutions for
gardens at a time of ongoing
water restrictions

978 1 77007 462 0

978 1 775841 31 9 (PVC)

Ideal for beginner
and amateur
stargazers. All stars
described can be
seen with the
naked eye.

978 1 77584 693 2

978 1 77584 458 7

14

For novice, amateur and
professional astronomers,
Sky Guide Africa South
is an annual publication.
It’s a practical resource
covering the upcoming
year’s planetary
movements, predicted
eclipses, meteor showers
– any events and facets
of the night sky that
change annually – and
also includes star charts
for identifying stars and
constellations.

An annual
publication, this
is an invaluable
resource and
‘… an absolute
must for firsttime star-gazers
and professional
astronomers alike.’
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GEOLOGY AND POPULAR SCIENCE

GEOLOGY AND POPULAR SCIENCE

GEOLOGY AND POPULAR SCIENCE

Geology and Popular Science

MINERALS &
GEMSTONES OF
EAST AFRICA

Books about geology, evolution, ecology and related popular science themes
make complex subjects accessible to the general reading public.

CRADLE OF LIFE

The Story of the Magaliesberg
and the Cradle of Humankind
The Cradle of Humankind World Heritage
Site, situated in the heart of the Magaliesberg
Biosphere Reserve, has attracted worldwide
interest for the clues it offers to our evolutionary
heritage. Be guided along a timeline, from
the birth of our planet to the most recent
developments of the twenty-first century.
From the formation of our landscapes and
the emergence of life, to the rise of hominins,
the stone and iron ages, early settlement,
migrations, wars and modern developments in
the Magaliesberg – this new book uncovers the
evolution of life up to the present.

978 1 77007 062 2

978 1 43170 082 0

978 1 77584 597 3

years ago sand
and mud sediments
consolidated into
sandstone and mudstone
deposits above the
dolomitic rock that
had been created by
cyanobacteria on the bed
of the shallow sea.

A
Sandstone (Magaliesberg)
Mudstone (Moot)
Sandstone (Witwatersberg)

Andesite lava

Iron-rich sandstone

and chert (Timeball

Hill)

Dolomite and chert

Gravel conglomerate (Black Reef)
Greenstone

Basement granite (Kaapvaal Craton)

B 2,060 million

years ago semi-liquid
magma, known as the
Bushveld Complex,
surged up from the
mantle of the Earth,
settling above and
intruding between the
sedimentary rocks of
the Pretoria Group. Heat
and pressure converted
the sandstone and
mudstone into quartzite
and shale. The weight of
the Bushveld Complex
depressed the centre of
the system and elevated
the edges. Rich deposits
of platinum and other
minerals were deposited
at the periphery.

C Pressure from

B
erg quartzite
Magaliesb
Moot shale
rg quartzite
Witwatersbe
quartzite
Timeball Hill

Bushveld Complex magma

Andesite lava

Dolomite and

Black Reef

chert

More than 2,000 million years ago the seabed and
its entire stratification of sediments that make up the
Pretoria Group was elevated by the upwelling of the
Bushveld Complex, an extraordinary phenomenon
that scientists regard as one of the geological
wonders of the world. The process began with
massive volcanic eruptions of rhyolite that thrust
molten lava above the level of the sedimentary
seabed. These were followed by a more extensive
series of ejections of basalt lava that cooled and
solidified into granite at the surface, and capped any
further rise of molten material. Successive pulses
of rising magma were trapped under this granite
ceiling and squeezed horizontally between the layers
of the sedimentary rocks, splitting and expanding
them. The high temperatures metamorphosed the
sandstone and mudstone sediments into quartzite
and shale. The intrusions of andesite lava sills
carried small amounts of copper and silver that were
later mined in the Cradle-Magaliesberg region.

C

Uplifted dome
eroded away
BUSHVELD COMPLEX

Maga

liesbe

Magaliesberg Biosphere
TRANSVAAL SUPERGROUP

zite
rg quart
shale

JOHANNESBURG
GRANITE DOME

e

The view from the Black Reef to the Magaliesberg: the Cradle is in the foreground, then the
flat-topped Skurweberg, the Witwatersberg and the Magaliesberg in the distance.
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978 1 77584 294 1

The slope of the northern aspect of the
Magaliesberg was recrystallised by exposure
to the heat of the Bushveld Complex and has
weathered into curiously sculpted shapes.

Greenstone

Upwelling of magma
from the Earth’s mantle

Moot
rtzit
below the Earth’s
Greenstone
qua
t
ll Hill
crust lifted the
cher
eba
and
Tim
lava
mite
Andesite
basement granite
Dolo
and greenstones of
k Reef
Blac
the original Kaapvaal
Basement granite
Craton, together
with the overlying
strata of the Transvaal
Supergroup, to form an elevated dome. The high parts eroded away to reveal the basement granite,
now called the Johannesburg Granite Dome, and small outcrops of greenstone. The edges of the
Pretoria Group strata were exposed as the Magaliesberg and adjacent ridges.

978 1 77007 148 3

978 1 77584 556 0

André Wedepohl

➤ 2,060 million years ago: The Bushveld Complex
and the Johannesburg Granite Dome

FORMATION OF THE BANKENVELD
A 2,350 million

The first full-colour
publication to showcase
and examine minerals &
gemstones occurring in
the five countries that
make up East Africa –
Kenya, Tanzania, Rwanda,
Uganda and Burundi.
The book includes:
An introduction to the
fascinating geology of
the region, including
a map depicting the
simplified geology and
mineral occurrences.
Detailed descriptions
of minerals, including
their gemological
properties, history
and occurrence.
Multiple full-colour
photographs of each
mineral and gem
specimen.

978 1 92057 250 1

THE FIRST LANDMASS AND EARLY LIFE 51

978 1 86872 985 2

978 1 77007 065 3

978 1 77584 448 8

978 1 43170 084 4
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POCKET GUIDE SERIES

PHOTOGRAPHIC GUIDE SERIES

Pocket guide series

Compact, pocket-size travelling companions covering the most commonly encountered
species READERSHIP Popular interest FORMAT 180 x 105 mm PAGES 144–160

978 1 77007 769 0

978 1 77584 361 0

978 1 77584 522 5

978 1 77584 714 4

Photographic guide series

Concise photographic guides to the most commonly encountered species
READERSHIP Popular interest FORMAT 190 x 95 mm PAGES 144

978 1 77007 756 0
9781775841654

978 1 77007 381 4

978 1 77584 136 4

978 1 86872 008 8

‘What’s that’ series
Introductory guides to identification of family or related groups; representative common
species featured READERSHIP 12 and beyond; beginners and those with a budding interest
in the particular subject FORMAT 246 x 167 mm PAGES 96–184

978 1 77584 195 1

978 1 77007 894 9

978 1 92057 202 0

978 1 77584 166 1

978 1 77584 164 7

978 1 86872 879 4
978 1 77007 861 1

978 1 77007 373 9

978 1 77007 887 1

978 1 77007 732 4

978 1 77007 771 3

52 WHAT’S THAT TREE?

TORCHWOOD FAMILY 53

Hard-pear Family

Torchwood Family

Olinaceae

Zygophyllaceae

~8 spp. globally, all endemic to our region; ~7 spp. of tree

~140 spp. globally; ~70 spp. regionally, 4 spp. of tree

This family (also known as the Caltrop family) is
represented by only one tree genus regionally – the
torchwoods (although in the arid west there are two
genera with quite large shrub species). All members
of the family are characterised by having:
 pinnately compound leaves that are reduced to a
single pair of leaflets
 stout spines that are either simple or forked

EvJ

978 1 77584 695 6

Mountain hard-pears can produce a large crop of
many fruits (smaller than those of other species),
which weigh down the branches. Inset: Detail of
the leaf attachment showing pink petioles on small
‘plinths’ on the squarish ribbed twigs.

Notes
•

978 1 77007 831 4
978 1 77007 706 5
18

978 1 77007 832 1

The wood of most hard-pears is useful for making
furniture. Many of the Western Cape specimens are
multi-stemmed, possibly from coppice growth as a
result of felling in the past.

Two forest-canopy trees occur in the Western Cape:
the Cape hard-pear (Olinia capensis) and the
Inqudu hard-pear (O. ventosa). They are very
difficult to tell apart. The leaves of both species are
basically elliptic, 30–75 mm long, glossy above and
dull below.
The Mountain hard-pear (O. emarginata) is
the most easily identifiable hard-pear tree species.
It occurs in afromontane forest from the Eastern
Cape north to the Soutpansberg. It has whitish
bark and small neat leaves (20–40 mm) that are
unmistakable. It can be large at high altitudes,
where it is most conspicuous on forest edges.

Showing the paired leaflets, the stout spines,
and the zigzagging twigs of the Green-thorn
torchwood. Inset: The fruit is a fibrous,
extremely tough capsule.

The leaves of the Angolan torchwood are
greyish to yellowish-green. Note the paired
leaflets and stout spines.

BW

Olinaceae or Olinia spp. are endemic to southern
and eastern Africa. Strong family characteristics
include:
 leaves opposite, simple and entire with no
stipules
 young branches squarish
 crushed leaves (and fresh bark) smell rather
like almonds
 fruit has a circular scar at the end

HFG

Inqudu hard-pear trees may be multi-stemmed.
Note the roughish bark. Inset left: Twig and
leaves. Inset right: A cluster of fruits showing the
characteristic circular apical scars.

The biggest tree in this genus is the Green-thorn
torchwood (Balanites maughamii), which is a bushveld
and dry-forest species, occurring in hot low-lying areas
from north of Durban to Beira and inland into Limpopo
and southern Zimbabwe. These torchwoods can grow
to be big trees, characterised by their fluted trunks and
rounded canopies. The twigs zigzag conspicuously and
have stout, generally forked spines (with one of the forks
often longer than the other).
The Small torchwood (B. pedicellaris) is a
small tree that grows in dry bushveld and on alluvial
floodplains from northern KwaZulu-Natal through to
the Limpopo River valley. The spines tend to be robust
and unbranched, and the leaves pale green and velvety.
A similar species, the Angolan torchwood
(B. angolensis), occurs in far northwestern Namibia as a
small shrubby tree with yellowish-green leaves.
The fourth species occurs in central and northern
Zimbabwe. This is the Simple-thorned torchwood
(B. aegyptiaca), which is a medium-sized tree with bright
green leaves and stout unbranched spines.

Bright leaves of the Simple-thorned torchwood.

Notes
•
•
A young Green-thorn torchwood
that has not yet developed the
fluted trunk that makes this species
unique in the bushveld. Inset: The
fluted trunk of an older specimen.

•

The fruits, bark and leaves of the torchwoods
can be used as a fish poison, and an extract
can even be used to kill land snails.
The fruits yield good quality oil that is edible;
when the fruits are burned, it is their oil content
that gives the genus the common name
torchwood.
The wood of the Green-thorn torchwood is used
for making kitchen utensils and wooden bowls.

978 1 77007 443 9
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FIRST FIELD GUIDE SERIES

FIRST FIELD GUIDE SERIES

First field guide series
Introductory identification guides to specific animal and plant groups across a broad range of
subjects; covering up to 60 common species AGE GROUP/LEVEL 8 years+; ideal for beginners or
anyone with a budding interest in nature in all its forms FORMAT 165 x 110 mm PAGES 56

978 1 77584 479 2

978 1 77584 482 2

9781775844877

978 1 77584 383 2

978 1 77584 404 4

978 1 77584 431 0

978 1 77584 401 3

978 1 77584 411 2

978 1 77584 414 3

978 1 77584 633 8

978 1 77584 697 0

978 1 77584 412 9

9781775845836

978 1 86872 288 4

978 1 77584 410 5

978 1 77584 496 9

978 1 77584 480 8

978 1 77584 395 5

978 1 77584 428 0

978 1 77584 392 4

Grass Funnel-web Spiders

Mesh-web Spiders

Olorunia

Dictyna
Venom: Harmless to humans.

Family Agelenidae; subfamily
Ageleninae.

Family Dictynidae; subfamily
Dictyninae.

Afrikaans name:
Grastregterwebspinnekoppe.

Web: Funnel web, made up of
tubular retreat which opens out
to form horizontal sheet.

Afrikaans name:
Deurmekaarwebspinnekoppe.

Average size: 7–13mm.

Food: Insects.

Average size: 3–5mm.

Identification: Dark sooty-grey
to mottled brown, with pale
spots on long, hairy, tapering
abdomenG. Long, slender,
banded legs.

Reproduction: Female lays discshaped egg cases in retreat
parts of web or under rocks.

Identification: High carapaceG,
covered in white hairs;
abdomenG usually decorated
with light and dark patterns.

Venom: Harmless to humans.
Web: Ladder-like, made of
network of irregular, cribellateG
silk woven over the dry ends
of twigs.
Food: Insects.

Other genera: Agelena,
Benoitia, Mistaria, Tegenaria.

Habitat: Built-up areas; in grass,
under logs, in abandoned
burrows of small animals.

978 1 77584 490 7

978 1 77584 493 8

978 1 77584 434 1

978 1 77584 398 6

978 1 77584 741 0

978 1 77584 389 4

978 1 77584 422 8

Similar species: Wolf Spiders
(family Lycosidae) have one
pair of eyes that are very
enlarged.

Habits: DiurnalG and nocturnalG;
shy and seldom seen.
SedentaryG. Spins
characteristic funnel
web, which spider uses
throughout its life,
enlarging it as it grows. Prey
landing on sheet part of
web is quickly captured and
dragged back into retreat.
Notes: There are 14
southern African species
in five genera. They are
abundant throughout
southern Africa.

Olorunia species

24

978 1 77584 416 7

20

978 1 77584 407 5

978 1 92054 470 6

978 1 92054 471 3

Other genera: Archaedictyna,
Mashimo, Shango.
Similar species: None.

Habitat: Forests;
trees, bushes, plants.
Common in gardens.
Habits: SedentaryG
and web-bound.
DiurnalG. Most
species are solitary,
but some construct
communal web
complexes. Some
Archaedictyna live as
kleptoparasitesG in
nests of Community
Nest Spiders
(Stegodyphus).
Notes: There are
four southern
African species in
three genera.

Dictynidae

25

978 1 77584 386 3
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MARGARET ROBERTS

WILDLIFE NARRATIVE

Wildlife narrative

Margaret Roberts

Issues surrounding wildlife, such as management,
conservation, exploitation and abuse, are put under
the spotlight in a range of titles.

Margaret Roberts was a well-known proponent of the use of natural products to
enhance health, beauty and wellbeing. Her enduringly popular books offer practical
advice on how to cultivate and best derive benefit from herbs, flowers and earth salts.

PANGOLINS – SCALES OF INJUSTICE
The most trafficked wild mammal in the world

TOP
SELLER

978 1 77007 773 7

978 1 77007 774 4

978 1 77584 113 5

978 1 77584 144 9

Richard Peirce introduces readers to this enigmatic and
discreetly charming mammal, and unpacks the methods and
terrifying statistics of the trade in them. He describes visiting
wildlife markets and restaurants in Southeast Asia, explains
the links between wildlife and Covid-19, and details China’s
response to the unfolding drama of the pandemic.

978 1 77584 593 5

978 1 77584 642 0

978 1 77584 461 7

978 1 92054 475 1

978 1 77584 577 5

978 0 14352 801 2

978 1 77584 330 6

978 1 77584 534 8

978 1 77584 712 0

978 1 77584 513 3

978 1 77584 358 0

978 1 77007 873 4
Margaret Roberts’
untimely passing left
an enormous gap, but
her legacy will live on
in her wonderful herbal
centre, her natural
products, and the rich
variety of literature
she has contributed
over the years.
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978 1 77584 204 0

978 1 77584 560 7
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PLACES

PLACES

Places

PALACES OF STONE

The natural history of Africa’s wild places is explored in a variety of formats.

Across the face of southern central Africa are more
than 460 remarkable stone palaces, the legacy of
kingdoms past. These structures embrace intricate and
beautiful stone work and depict impressive feats of
architecture, global trade, political and administrative
organisation. This book unpacks their story.

THE WEST COAST

A captivating account of
South Africa’s distinctive West
Coast, this book focuses on
the prehistory, history, nature,
ecology, birds and wildlife of
this characterful region.

978 1 77584 614 7

TOP
SELLER
978 1 77584 702 1

978 1 43170 117 9
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978 1 77584 022 0

978 1 77584 557 7

978 0 62061 132 9

978 1 43170 245 9

978 1 77584 014 5

979 1 77584 604 8

978 1 77584 690 1

978 0 62034 191 2

978 0 62034 190 5

978 1 77584 325 2
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FIELD GUIDE APPS

FIELD GUIDE APPS

Sasol eBirds
Southern Africa

Field Guide Apps
Comprehensive, authoritative guides to
species identification in southern Africa.
Where possible, includes videos, calls,
illustrations, photos, maps, GPS and Life List
functionality. Available for IOS and Android.

Take this handy app on your birdwatching trips for quick access to
bird calls and assistance with bird ID.
sasolbirds.co.za

HOW WILL THIS APP HELP YOU?

Frogs of Southern
Africa
frogbook.co.za

Newman’s Birds
of Southern Africa

Stuarts’ African
Mammals

Stuarts’ Southern
African Mammals

Sasol Birds of the
Kruger National Park
sasolbirds.co.za

eTrees of
Southern Africa

Wildlife Southern
Africa

eSnakes Southern
Africa

SASOL BEGINNER’S GUIDE APP SERIES

eInsects of
South Africa

Woodhall’s Butterflies
of South Africa
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Learn interesting facts about southern Africa’s animal kingdom
with these quick and convenient apps. Perfect for beginners,
or for people visiting the region for a short while. Available in
English and Afrikaans.

Common Birds /
Algemene Voëls

Wildlife /
Natuurlewe

Mammals /
Soogdiere

 overs all 989 bird species
C
Updated information with fresh input
from new contributing authors
All species text in English AND Afrikaans
Over 1000 bird calls covering 869 species
Quick-Play bird calls right from the menu
More than 3170 photographs
New seabirds and raptor illustrations
with fine attention to detail
Distribution maps updated with latest
known ranges
Expanded life list functionality
App will be updated regularly and for
free to improve content, features and
functionality.

Create
multiple
lists to
group
species
together

Sasol Young Explorer App Series
Bright, accessible, fun and captivating, these apps
introduce young children to the southern African
animal kingdom. The apps include English, Afrikaans,
isiXhosa and isiZulu content and narration, helping
kids learn to read and expand their vocabularies.
Recommended by the New York Times.

Mammals

Frogs
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CHILDREN

CHILDREN

Children

GET BUSHWISE

In addition to the series-style books (see pages 20–21), the children’s list is ever-growing,
introducing nature through a variety of lively, interesting and colourful titles.

Books take readers on intriguing journeys,
introducing fascinating plants and animals;
added ‘fun’ value in quizzes and activities

LET’S GO ON SAFARI!
What happens when 8-year-old Kate, on safari in South
Africa with her family, meets Michelle, a professional
wildlife guide?
The two new friends turn their adventures into a lively
book in which they share facts and secrets about the
African bushveld.
Let’s Go on Safari! has been endorsed by significant
conservation bodies, including the Jane Goodall Institute,
the Sheldrick Wildlife Trust and Global Wildlife Conservation.

BUMPER
3-IN-1
VOLUME

978 1 86872 736 0

978 1 43170 206 0

978 1 77007 152 0

978 1 77584 770 0

978 1 77584 706 9

LANDY SERIES
A series of children’s books themed around a Land Rover called Landy and his friend
Fender. Engaging stories, beautifully illustrated, set to become bedtime favourites.

978 1 77584 289 7

978 1 77584 290 3

978 1 77584 291 0
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978 1 77584 541 6

978 1 86872 456 7

978 1 86872 455 0

978 1 86872 998 2

978 1 43170 119 3

978 1 77584 292 7

SPECIAL
EDITION
978 1 77584 540 9

978 1 86872 454 3

978 1 77584 508 9
978 1 77584 674 1

978 1 77584 644 4
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CHILDREN

CHILDREN

COLOURING BOOKS

48 outlines to colour; brief text on each species; includes
pull-out colour guide READERSHIP 3–9 years
FORMAT 280 x 215 mm PAGES 48

978 1 77007 523 8

978 1 77584 502 7

978 1 92057 280 8

978 1 77584 067 1

978 1 77584 181 4

978 1 77584 114 2

978 1 43170 016 5

978 1 77007 892 5

978 1 77007 515 3

978 1 77007 734 8

978 1 77007 266 4

978 1 77584 627 7

FIND 50
Fold-out fun for children as they look
out for – and tick off – 50 well-known
creatures/items of interest. Each bright
image is cross-referenced to a short,
easy-to-read snippet of information.
Will provide hours of fun.
READERSHIP 3–10 years
FORMAT 200 x 140 mm

978 1 77584 175 3

978 1 43170 243 5

978 1 92057 295 2

978 1 77584 629 1
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CHILDREN

CHILDREN

MY FIRST BOOK OF … SERIES
Introduction to common species, with visual cues to diet, size and habits.
Brief text in four languages: English; Afrikaans; Zulu; Xhosa READERSHIP 3–10 years/
starter readers FORMAT 280 x 215 mm PAGES 64

TEXT IN
ENGLISH,
GERMAN, FRENCH
AND SWAHILI

978 1 77007 283 1

978 1 77007 743 0

978 1 77007 988 5

978 1 77007 822 2

978 1 77007 542 9
INCLUDES
CD OF FROG
CALLS

978 1 77007 707 2

Satisfy the
curious and
creative minds
of young readers.

978 1 77007 857 4

978 1 77007 845 1

978 1 77007 519 1

978 1 77584 158 6

978 1 77007 213 8

The text in four
languages expands
the readership
and promotes
multilingualism.

978 1 77584 038 1
32
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NATURE POSTERS
These colourful educational posters make beautiful wall hangings, and are ideal gifts
for young nature-lovers. Excellent aids in a classroom, home, nature centre or library.

978 1 77584 379 5

978 1 77584 380 1

978 1 77584 382 5

JOIN OUR STRUIK NATURE CLUB TODAY
Use your smartphone or
tablet to scan this QR
code to access the Struik
Nature Club website. Scan
the code with a free QR
Code Reader downloaded
from an app store.

We will keep you updated with all the latest books, special
pre-publication offers, discounts, signed copies, invitations
to events, exciting competitions and much more.
Visit www.struiknatureclub.co.za to register, or send an email to
struiknatureclub@penguinrandomhouse.co.za with ‘Struik Nature Club’
in the subject line.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL:
011-327 3550 or 021-460 5400
MEDIA QUERIES:
struiknatureclub@penguinrandomhouse.co.za
www.penguinrandomhouse.co.za

